Abstract. This paper presents our approach to the football pass prediction challenge of the Machine Learning and Data Mining for Sport Analytics workshop at ECML/PKDD 2018. Our solution uses distance based features to predict the receiver of a pass. We show that our model is able to improve prediction results obtained on a similar dataset. One particularity of our approach is the use of failed passes to improve the predictions.
Introduction
Thanks to the availability of football in-game events, recent approaches have studied aspects of the game that provide actionable knowledge for football clubs. For example, passing patterns from La Liga teams have been studied [8] . Other work focused on estimating football players performance from their actions on the field [1] .
The football pass prediction challenge of the Machine Learning and Data Mining for Sport Analytics workshop at ECML/PKDD 2018 focuses on an aspect of the game that has been seldom studied. Indeed, few work have studied the problem of predicting the receiver of a pass in football. In [7] , Vercruyssen et al. study the performance of predicting the receiver of a pass, based on different types of features: static or dynamic, quantitative or qualitative and relational or non-relational. They recommend using static qualitative features, such as coned based calculus [2] and double cross calculus [9] . This study is very relevant to our work, as the dataset they are studying is very similar to ours.
In [5] , Steiner studies the effects of perceptual information on the probability for a player to receive a pass. He concludes that players with open passing lanes have a higher chance of receiving a pass. Players who are located forward of the passer, close to him or far from an opponent also have a higher chance of receiving a pass. This study is based on quantitative features, and shows pass prediction results similar to [7] . It should be noted that the data used in [5] is not based on real game data, but on scenarios that are evaluated by football players in an offline setting. This might have an influence on the pass decision process of the player.
Work have also been dedicated to the prediction of whether a pass will fail [3, 6] , that is whether the opposing team will intercept the ball during the pass. Important factors are ball velocity, defenders distance to the ball carrier [6] and distances between players [3] .
Dataset Presentation
The dataset D contains 12,124 passes performed during 14 different games involving a Belgian football club during the 2014/2015 football season 1 . For each pass, we have the x and y positions of all players, as well as the sender and receiver of the pass. We also have the number of seconds elapsed since the beginning of the half when the pass is performed and received. This yields a total of 60 columns (2 * 28 positions, 2 players id and 2 number of seconds). Players 1 to 14 belong to the home team; players 15 to 28 belong to the away team. A thorough description of the dataset can be found on the challenge repository 1 . Formally, we have D = pass 1 , . . . , pass j , . . . , pass 12124 , with pass j = x 1 , y 1 , . . . , x i , y i , . . . , x 28 , y 28 , i s , i r , t s , t r the j-th pass. x i and y i are the coordinates of player i, p s is the pass sender id, p r the pass receiver id, t s the pass sending time and t r the receiving time.
Dataset Exploration
We here briefly present some of the characteristics of the dataset. First, we have the positions of 28 players, but there are only 11 players on the field for each team. Fortunately, the substitutes are easily identified, as their x and y positions correspond to the Not a Number (NaN) token. Players having at least one coordinate equal to NaN are removed from the the pass vector pass j .
This process yields a total of 22 x and y positions in pass j : one for each player on the field. However, it can happen that a team has less than 11 players on the field, because of an injury or a red card for example. There are 438 pass examples (3.6% of the dataset) were less than 22 players are on the field.
In [7] , the authors consider successful passes only: passes where the receiver and sender are on the same team. In the dataset, there are 2077 examples of failed passes (17.1% of the dataset). Because these passes represent a significant portion of the dataset, we decided to keep them.
We removed passes where the sender and receiver are the same players (6 cases), and passes were either the sender or the receiver have NaN positions (2 cases). The final dataset contains 12116 passes.
Model Description
The problem definition of the pass prediction challenge is quite simple. Challenge problem: For each pass, given the sender and the positions of players, predict the receiver.
General Approach
The idea of our approach is to estimate the probability P i that the sender (player p s ) passes to player i, i = p s . Then, sorting players id in decreasing order of probability P i yields a ranking on the pass receiver prediction. Therefore, the player with rank 1 is the player with index equal to arg max i∈ [1, 22] ,i =ps P i . We now present the learning of the probabilities P i .
Learning pass probabilities
To learn the pass probabilities P i , we train a classifier, that, given a set of features, outputs the probability that player i receives the pass from player p s . Previous approaches predicting the receiver of a pass use different types of features. While the use of qualitative features (relative positioning of players, with respect to the sender and the receiver of the pass) is recommended [7] , methods based on quantitative features (distances between players and pass lanes) yield similar results in the prediction of the pass receiver [5] .
To train our classifiers, we use both quantitative and qualitative features. Given the position of the sender and of player i (the potential receiver), we first compute different distance based features. First, we compute the Euclidean distance between both players. Afterwards, we compute the forward distance of the pass, that the difference between player i xcoordinate and the sender x coordinate. Then, we compute the smallest distance between an opponent of the sender and the pass lane. This corresponds to the smallest distance between the line formed by the sender and potential receiver and an opponent of the sender. Next, we compute the smallest and second smallest distance between the sender and players of the opposing team. We also compute the smallest and second smallest distance between the player i and players of the opposing team. Then, we compute a boolean indicating whether the potential receiver and the pass sender are in the same team. Finally, we encode the position of the sender and of player i using a regular grid over the football field. We split the field into 6 rows and 9 columns. Then, the position of a player corresponds to its grid number.
To summarize, we have 10 features to estimate the probability P i that the sender passes to player i: the distance between the sender and player i; the forward distance of the pass; the smallest distance between the pass line and an opponent; the smallest and second smallest distance between the sender and an opponent; the smallest and second smallest distance between player i and an opponent; the sender and receiver grid number and whether the sender and player i are in the same team. With these 10 features, the classifier predicts whether this pass is the one chosen by the sender. If the sender chose to pass to player i, the value to predict is 1, and 0 otherwise.
Results
This section presents the pass receiver prediction results. This corresponds to evaluating the ranking yielded by ordering players id in descending value of P i . Table 1 . MRR and top-1, top-2 and top-3 recall for predicting the receiver id of a pass. The three lines correspond to the whole pass dataset, the successful pass dataset and the failed pass dataset respectively.
In the followings, this ordered list of players id is called V and v j refers to the player id at the jth position in this list V .
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We train different classifiers (random forest, logistic regression and k nearest neighbors) to predict P i . We found that the best performance was achieved when using a random forest with 200 trees. To evaluate the performance of the ranking, we use the same metrics as [7] : the mean reciprocal rank measure R@k(V ). Thereby, the top-1 recalls in the followings are equivalent to accuracy. Reported results correspond to the mean value of the corresponding metric on a 5-folds cross-validation. Table 1 presents the result for these 4 measures.
As one can see, the classifier predicts the good receiver from a list of 21 players in than 84.1% cases. This good classification result is improved to 91.5% when predicting the 3 most probable receivers. We can see by comparing the second and third rows of the table that it is easier to predict the receiver of a successful pass than of an intercepted pass. Furthermore, the prediction improvement between top-1 and top-3 for successful pass is 8.6% when the same improvement for intercepted pass is only 1.7%. It shows that the error on the receiver of an intercepted pass is much higher than for a successful pass.
To compare our results with the ones obtained in [7] , we restrict ourselves to successful passes only, that is passes between two players of the same team. In this case, the rank used for the MRR computation belongs to the interval [1, 10] . Table 2 . MRR and top-1, top-2 and top-3 recall for predicting the receiver id of a successful pass. The first line corresponds to the results obtained in [7] and the 2 other ones to ours: Random Forest (RF) and Decision Tree (DT).
The results are presented in Table 2 . It is clear that our approach outperforms the results obtained in [7] on a similar dataset. Our MRR is 2 times better and our top-1 recall 3 times better. It should be noted that the best model in [7] uses 555 rules. To perform a more relevant comparison, we show the results for a decision tree having 555 leaves. This classifier still outperforms the results presented in [7] , showing the relevance of our approach.
Learning from Failures
One of the differences between our approach and the one of Vercruyssen et al. [7] is that we consider opponents as potential receivers. While predicting who will intercept a failed pass is more difficult than predicting who will receive a successful pass, learning from both failed and successful pass can help correct some successful pass decisions. Indeed, when learning from successful passes only, one might over-estimate the probability of a dangerous pass to be successful. Using failed passes can help the classifier to identify these dangerous passes more accurately.
This effect can be observed from the analysis of Tables 1 and 2 . Indeed, the MRR for predicting successful passes when using a classifier trained on both successful and failed passes is 0.909 (second line of Table 1 ); whereas the MRR for predicting successful passes when using the same classifier trained on successful passes only is 0.870 (second line of Table 2 ). One interesting thing to note is that the top-1 recall difference between both methods is of 5.8%, while the top-3 recall difference is of 2.5%. This means that while both approaches have a similar top 3 ranking for passes, training on both successful and failed passes leads to a better top 1 ranking. It is also worth noting that, for all passes, the MRR lower bound is equal to 1 21 whereas, for successful passes only, this lower bound is 1 10 . Thereby, it is unfair to compare the MRR of all passes to the one of successful passes only.
Qualitative analysis
We now quickly analyze some predictions of our method by looking at 3 pass examples. These passes are represented in Figure 4 .2.
The top-left example shows a case where our method correctly identifies the receiver: the label 1 is below the orange sign. The receivers ranked 2 and 3 are also teammates of the sender. The rank 2 player is unlikely to receive the ball, as he is close to 2 opponents. The goalkeeper, ranked 3, is however a safe pass option. We can see that our model suggests good passing options, even though the rank 2 player does not seem appropriate.
The top-right image also shows a case where our method correctly identifies the receiver. One interesting thing to note in that example is that the player ranked 2 is actually an opponent of the sender. An even more interesting fact is that this player is likely to intercept the pass between the sender and the actual receiver. This shows that our method is capable of putting high ranks for interceptions, if they make sense. Finally, the bottom example shows an case where our method is not able to predict the receiver in the top 3. While all options chosen by our method seem reasonable, the sender decided to choose another option. Overall, we can say that our method is able to output meaningful rankings, with some exceptions. These exceptions are mostly due to the fact that our method only takes into account distances. Adding new features can help to further eliminate unlikely passes. Fig. 1 . Top 3 ranking for pass receivers in 3 cases. The pass sender is in green, the pass receiver in orange, the sender teammates in blue and the sender opponents in purple. The ranking is indicated as a red number below the symbol.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have illustrated how a simple method, using distance based features, is able to accurately identify the receiver of a football pass. This is done by computing the probability to receive the pass for each player and by predicting the potential receiver with the highest probability. Such approach allows to use a biggest feature set, an thereby, can be generalized. The particularity of this approach is that it also considers failed passes, and predicts the opponent intercepting the pass. For future work, we aim to add new features to strengthen the prediction of the receiver. A good starting point would be to add qualitative features described in [7] .
